PEWABIC TILE
GLAZE COLORS

STANDARD

PATINA/B40
HIGH VARIATION

SEAFOAM/D9
HIGH VARIATION

CELADON/F27
MEDIUM VARIATION

LIME/A50
MEDIUM VARIATION

MIST/B42
MEDIUM VARIATION

SWEET PEA/A31
MEDIUM VARIATION

LEAF/A102
MEDIUM VARIATION

RAIN/A43c
HIGH VARIATION

EMERALD/F56
MEDIUM VARIATION

KALE/F10
MEDIUM VARIATION

BAYLEAF/A11C
HIGH VARIATION

PINE/A109C
HIGH VARIATION

PEW. GREEN/A22B
MEDIUM VARIATION

SPRUCE/A83
MEDIUM VARIATION

IVY/A53
MEDIUM VARIATION
PEWABIC TILE
GLAZE COLORS

STANDARD

GLACIER/F18
MEDIUM VARIATION

AEGEAN/A62
MEDIUM VARIATION

PERIWINKLE/A68
MEDIUM VARIATION

SKY/C5
MEDIUM VARIATION

CARIBBEAN/C10
MEDIUM VARIATION

OCEAN/F43
MEDIUM VARIATION

LAKE SUPERIOR/F57
MEDIUM VARIATION

LAGOON/C39
HIGH VARIATION

PEW. BLUE/A22 C
MEDIUM VARIATION

LAKE MICHIGAN/F8
MEDIUM VARIATION

STEEL/A34
MEDIUM VARIATION

COBALT/A3
MEDIUM VARIATION

PEACOCK/A9
MEDIUM VARIATION

STORM/A82
MEDIUM VARIATION

MARINE/A7
MEDIUM VARIATION

LAPIS/F20
MEDIUM VARIATION
PEWABIC TILE
GLAZE COLORS

STANDARD

VANILLA/A98
LOW VARIATION

EVEREST/E5
LOW VARIATION

LINEN/H1
MEDIUM VARIATION

OATMEAL/D33
MEDIUM VARIATION

CITRINE/A15
MEDIUM VARIATION

HONEY/F53
MEDIUM VARIATION

MUSTARD/A33
MEDIUM VARIATION

WHEAT/A18
HIGH VARIATION

CHESNUT/A42
HIGH VARIATION

BARK/A84
HIGH VARIATION

MOLASSES/F46
MEDIUM VARIATION

ESPRESSO/FD13
MEDIUM VARIATION

CINNAMON/FeRx3*
HIGH VARIATION

CARMINE/FeRx1*
HIGH VARIATION

DEEP RUST/J1Rx*
HIGH VARIATION

*1.25 TIMES ADDITIONAL COST FOR PREMIUM REDUCTION GLAZES
PEWABIC TILE
GLAZE COLORS

STANDARD

CREME/G13
MEDIUM VARIATION

CLOUD/S1
LOW VARIATION

ALABASTER/G25
MEDIUM VARIATION

SMOKE/A32
MEDIUM VARIATION

SAGE/A27
HIGH VARIATION

LAUREL/A45
MEDIUM VARIATION

LAVENDER/C3
MEDIUM VARIATION

HEATHER/A60
MEDIUM VARIATION

FOG/G41
HIGH VARIATION

GRANITE/G37
HIGH VARIATION

PUMICE/GRX*
HIGH VARIATION

LEATHER/G40
HIGH VARIATION

GUNMETAL/A104
LOW VARIATION

CHARCOAL/A2
LOW VARIATION

ONYX/G15
LOW VARIATION

OBSIDIAN/F12
MEDIUM VARIATION

*1.25 TIMES ADDITIONAL COST FOR PREMIUM REDUCTION GLAZES
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**TWO TIMES ADDITIONAL COST FOR IRIDESCENT GLAZES**
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